iStore, Montreal

precision cut
unique design
high performance
simply maintained
endless possibilities

Custom floors
vinyl flooring designed with you in mind

TM

Expressive floors
800.449.3916
lsifloors.com

Expressive floors

TM

Custom floors
In the Imagination Studio each new
creative idea can be brought to life.
Whether it’s a company logo, unique
pattern, or floor mural with the image
of your choice, LSI Floors can turn your
ideas into high performance luxury vinyl
flooring.
Precision machine cutting
Straight lines, geometric shapes, or
designs as intricate as corporate logos,
all of these ideas can be captured by
state-of-the-art cutting tools utilized
by LSI. These highly precise tools
move easily around curves producing
very clean, straight edges and ensure
a seamless visual. All of the high
performance qualities of the flooring
are maintained.
Once the pattern has been cut, it is
reassembled into square tiles and the
surface covered with a peel-able film.
Standard installation methods are then
used to lay the floor. With the product
down, the film is peeled back to reveal
the bespoke design.

TOSS Solutions, corporate office

Additional capabilities:
Digital printing of unique designs
- non-repetitive images; mural, logo,
large scale graphic
Reinterpreted LSI product
- recoloring of solid or pattern
- alteration in tile or plank size
- modification to surface texture
Performance
All LSI floors are engineered to
withstand the rigors of daily traffic,
whether it’s a busy retail environment,
a commercial office building or a night
club. Manufactured with five layers of
construction, our floors are built to last
the lifetime of any project. Our UV cured
microscopic glass bead top surface is
the latest in slip-resistance technology.
Not only does it make our floors safer,
they’re also virtually stain-proof and
easier to clean and maintain!
Contact your local area representative.
Let’s see what we can create together.

